
Bake (or order) a round pizza. Cut it in 4 
slices by making two long cuts that pass 
through the center of the pizza. Arrange 
the slices into a line by alternating the 
points up and down as in the diagram. 
Kinda looks like a rectangle?

Cut each piece in half again to make 
sixteen even SMALLER slices. Rearrange 
the slices to alternate as shown. It’s 
looking more like a rectangle still!

Cut each slice in half to make eight 
smaller wedges. Rearrange the wedges 
to alternate as shown. Looking more 
like a rectangle?

Derive the Circle Area Formula with a Pizza

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Explain:

r

≈r

The circumference, C, of the uncut pizza radius  is C=2r
What’s the base of the rectangle? Half of the way around the pizza, or C/2=r
What’s the height of the rectangle? The radius!
Multiply the rectangle’s base C/2=rby its height r to get rr=r2

Don’t forget to eat your proof for 
the formula for the area of a circle!



3.
1415926535 8979323846 2643383279 5028841971 6939937510
5820974944 5923078164 0628620899 8628034825 3421170679
8214808651 3282306647 0938446095 5058223172 5359408128
4811174502 8410270193 8521105559 6446229489 5493038196
4428810975 6659334461 2847564823 3786783165 2712019091
4564856692 3460348610 4543266482 1339360726 0249141273
7245870066 0631558817 4881520920 9628292540 9171536436
7892590360 0113305305 4882046652 1384146951 9415116094
3305727036 5759591953 0921861173 8193261179 3105118548
0744623799 6274956735 1885752724 8912279381 8301194912
9833673362 4406566430 8602139494 6395224737 1907021798
6094370277 0539217176 2931767523 8467481846 7669405132
0005681271 4526356082 7785771342 7577896091 7363717872
1468440901 2249534301 4654958537 1050792279 6892589235
4201995611 2129021960 8640344181 5981362977 4771309960
5187072113 4999999837 2978049951 0597317328 1609631859
5024459455 3469083026 4252230825 3344685035 2619311881
7101000313 7838752886 5875332083 8142061717 7669147303
5982534904 2875546873 1159562863 8823537875 9375195778
1857780532 1712268066 1300192787 6611195909 2164201989

Read your age in digits of π past the decimal point.

Demonstrate your memory - can you read or recite your age in digits of π?

Read or Recite π

π to 1,000 Digits

Challenge 1 - For the Young Ones

Challenge 2 - For the Older Ones

1981
Rajan Mahadevan 

recited 
31,811 digits 

of π from memory.

1989
Hideaki Tomoyori 

recited 
40,000 digits 

of π from memory.

How far can 
YOU get?

2005
Lu Chao 
recited 

67,890 digits 
of π from memory.



If you wrap that tape around a 
round object, you will get a 

number which 
indicates how 

many times 
π fits 

around it (in this case, in cm)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

6 7 8
5 2

A great explanation video can be found here: www.youtube.com/watch?v=5hQ1muZG62o&t=506s

If you roll your object along the π tape, the theory 
should work perfectly!

But if you wrap the 
tape around, the tape 
will be too short - why?

Believe it or not, the 
thickness of the paper 
π tape is throwing it 
off! By wrapping the 
tape around the 
object, you add on 
the thickness of the 
tape twice, times π. 

On a piece of paper, measure a 3.14cm line.

Find/make a 1” strip of paper. Use that 3.14cm line to measure and mark 
increments of 3.14cm on the 1” strip of paper.

Circumference (C)= Dπ SO, if C = Dπ, then D = C/π

By making a ruler that measures in π, we are essentially 
skipping the step where we multiply D by π, making D = CDiameter (D)

π tape is like a regular 
 measuring tape, 
    except every
     mark denotes 

an increment 
of 3.14

Then, when you measure the 
diameter of the can in the same 

unit of 
measurement 

(in this case, cm) 
the diameter will equal the

 number of times π fit around the 
can according to the π tape.

Making π Tape

Explain the Theory:

Why?

Making π Tape

The Wrapping/Rolling Difference

Did you know? 
If you measure around a round object in increments of 3.14cm, the number of times that 3.14cm fits 
around the object is equal to the diameter of the object! For example, if 3.14cm fits around a can 4 
times, the diameter of the can is 4cm! Let’s test this.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

3.14cm

3.14cm



π Tape
If you don’t w

ant to m
ake your ow

n tape, use this one! Sim
ply print this page out w

ithout scaling it, then cut out the strips and glue/tape each 
length of strip over the blue ends so no blue show

s. For an explanation on how
 this tape w

orks, see the “M
aking π Tape” w

orksheet.
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Calculating π as an Area

Using a 10x10 grid, 
start in the lower 
left-hand corner and 
use a compass to 
draw a quarter of a 
circle.

Step 1:

Color in each 
square that is 
mostly in the circle. 
This represents the 
circle’s area.

Step 2:

Count the 
colored squares.

Step 3:

78

Multiply the number of colored squares by 4 (since 
we only drew a quarter of a circle) and divide that 
number by the radius (the number of squares along 
the bottom of the grid).

Step 4:

78 x 4 = 312
312/102 = 3.12

3.12 ~ 3.14



Create a circle out of pennies - try to 
make it as round as possible!

Count the number of pennies 
around the circle.

Before beginning, watch this video Calculating π with Real Pies 
by Numberphile:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZNiRzZ66YN0

Calculating π with Pie

Step 1:

Line pennies up along the diameter 
of the circle - they may not fit 
perfectly!

Note: when you line the pennies up 
along the diameter, start in the middle of 
the circumference penny on one side and 
end in the middle of the circumference 
penny on the other side. 

Step 2:

Move the diameter pennies over, 
then gather up the circumference 
pennies and line them up under the 
diameter pennies row after row until 
you run out.

π is the number of rows of 
circumference pennies!

Step 3:

~ 3.14}



10 x 10 Grid


